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Resources and Resource Utilization in Distance Education 27
Correspondence Educatioa (otaerwise known as

Distance Education) will be encouraged, being a low-cost method
of mass education. An additional statementwith respect to Distance
Edueation stated that MnimullJ efforts will be made to enable
those who can benefit from higber education to be given assess to
it. Such assess may be through unive-sities or correspondence
course or open Universities or part-time and work study
programmes.

Apart from legal backing of the Federal Government through the policy
statements, some scholars also have come up with their arguments in favour of
Distance Education. For examples; Adegoke (1989) pointed out that adopting
Distance Education in Nigeria was because workers desire educational programme
that will allow them receive their full pay while schooling. He pointed out again
that 'opter workers have limited time to stay on full time basis because of their jobs
which Compel them to work at irregular hours like doctors and nurses. Paiko;
(1990), in his study observed that education at the post secondary school level is
a gateway to success for individuals in life. According to him, it is not possible for
the conventional face-to-face system to offer this to all except supplemented
through Distance Education. Again, he stressed further that Distance Education
caters for a scattered population, that is, bringing education to those without
primary assess to normal or conventional face-to-face system of education.

WHAT IS DISTANCE EDUCATION?
Moore (1977) defined Distance Education as the family of instructional methods
in wbich the teaching behaviors are executed apart from the learning behaviors,
including those that in a contiguous situation would be performed in the learner's
presence, so that communication between thelearner and the teacher must be
facilitated by print, electronic, mechanicals and other devices. According to
Holmberg (1977), Distance Education is the various forms of study at all levels
which are not under the conscious, lmmeaiate supervision of tutor, present with
their students ~lecture room or in the same premises but which, nevertheless,
benefit from the planning of guidance and tuition of a tutorial organization. In this
paper, we will define Distance Education as a means by which an organized
instruction is offered to the learner who is often geographically separated from the
teacher with the aim of changing the learner's behavior (cognitive, affective and
psychomotor) such that feedback is facilitated through print, electronic device
courier and other forms of information channels. In this type of Education four
components are usually involved, these are; the teacher; the learner; the content'
of instruction; and the channel (instructional media) of inform ation , (see Distance
Education Model developed by the author on the last page).

WHAT IS RESOURCE?
Resource in education, whether the conventional face-to- face or distance education
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Resources and Resource Utilization in Distance Education . 29
total allocated by the Distance Education system for each curriculum and the
extent to which this time is being used for the prescribed curriculum over a week
and over a school year.

RATIONALE FOR THE CURRENT STUDY
Scholars are in agreement that resources are very important for the success of any
worthwhile education (both the conventional face-to-face and Distance
Eduacation) endeavours (Vartzey; 1968, Taiwo; Bowels; 1974, Field; 1974, and
Adaralegbe 1983). These scholars pointed out thatthe availability offunds, human
(students, teaching and non-teaching stafi), materials, and time resources are
necessary for the attainment of any educational objectives. This study is relevant
and important to Distance Education because teaching and learning processes are
carried out by the availability and use of the resources earlier mentioned. In this
wise, it is important to note that:
i) if the resources are inadequate or poor in terms of their quantity and
quality, not only will the use of the resources be defective, but the learning process
will also be defective.
ii) if the resources are adequate in terms of their quantity and quality, but
they are not used, that is, the resources are kept in the store and not used (Bajah;
1979), the learning process will be adversely affected.
iii) if on the other hand, the resources are available, relevant and reasonably
adequate and in addition, prudently utilized; there is the likelihOOd-That the
learning will be utilized. r

RESOURCE UTILIZATION IN DISTANCE EDUCATION
The level of Use of all the resources mentioned earlier is referred to as resource

I .

utilization. Financial resource has been recognised as a major factor in the
development of any educational system ..A study conducted by pitts (1977) in
selected Texas School Districts investigated the relationships between the use of
financeand school success in terms of students' performance. He.found out that
there exist a significant relationship between that portion of the School District
budget allocated to instructional salaries with. studen.~ academic achievement.

Teachers have been recognized asindispensable human resource, and in
fact, the single most important elements in the Distance Educational system, more
important than the quality and quantity of equipment and materials or the level of
financing (Bowels; 1979). The teacher and his roles are perceived so important
that a Provost of a' College of Education, who was justifying the· hiring of a
particular lecturer in Chemistry who was .known to be useless in the department
said that " I had to recruit just anybody. I would not have minded having a
dummy standing in front of the students to assure the students that quality of any
Distance Educational system depends on the teacher's quality and the success of
the educational system (Manson 1981). He pointed out that the quality of teachers
is an important input in effective learning since quality output demands quality
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input. Taiwo (1980) has equally pointed out that teachers are very vital in any
educational system as they are the ones who interpret the aims, goals and plans of
education and ensure that the learners educated in the direction of those aims find
objectives, Babalola (1979) said that majority of the studies on students' acadeirlic
achievement have generally taken the form of finding out that human variables
correlate highly with learners' achievement and can be used as predicator of
students' achievement. Apart from teachers, other human resource in Distance
Education is the Editor, since the learner is separated from the teacher
geographically, it means that course material must be made available to the
learners in their locality, it is the role of the editor to make sure that the course
materials are written out well in terms oftense, organization ofthe content and the
design of the course material. Marketing editor is another human resource who
makes sure that the course materials are printed and are made available to the
students either by post, through couriers or by contact. Store keepetwho also is a
part of human resource makes sure that books (course materials) not yet sold are
kept properly. The services of all these human beings are geared towards
producing a successful Distance Education to the learners who are unable to make
themselves available for the conventional face-to-face System of education.

Akinwumiju and Orimoloye (1987) stated in support of material resource
for educational system that:

EducationalinstitutioBs from nursery to university require
buDding for their effective operations. Classrooms, offices,
assembly halls, laboratories, and staf1'-quarten are needed. Within
the bBiidings there should be fixtures and fittings to make them
useabie, the infrastructural facilities included here are Importaat
items like furniture for staff and sport eqnipments., and other
items. These facilities have to be adequate in Dumber and tbey
should be in good condition for schools to function properly.

. / .
. Hallak (1990) identified facilities as major factors contributing to

academic achievement in the school system. These include the school buildings,
classroom accommodation, . libraries, laboratories, furniture, recreational
equipment, apparatus and other instructional materials.
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